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(54) DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATION METHOD AND USER EQUIPMENT

(57) The present invention discloses a D2D commu-
nication method and user equipment. The D2D commu-
nication method includes: determining, by first user
equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter,
where the scrambling code parameter includes at least
one of the following parameters: a common scrambling
code parameter and a specific scrambling code param-
eter; scrambling, by the first user equipment, a to-be-sent

bit according to the value of the scrambling code param-
eter; and sending, by the first user equipment, a scram-
bled to-be-sent bit. According to the D2D communication
method and the user equipment disclosed in the present
invention, transmission information can be scrambled
and descrambled in a D2D communication process,
thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication
scheme and improving user experience.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention relate to the communications field, and more specifically, to a device to
device communication method and user equipment.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A device to device proximity service (English full name: Device to Device Proximity Service, English abbreviation:
D2D ProSe) between user equipment (English full name: User Equipment, English abbreviation: UE) has become a hot
issue on a Long Term Evolution (English full name: Long Term Evolution, English abbreviation: LTE) system. Currently,
a function of device to device (English full name: Device to Device, English abbreviation: D2D) communication has been
applied to some existing cluster systems and some walki-talki devices. Because of a great success in commercialization
of the LTE system, providing a D2D ProSe on the basis of a physical layer of the LTE system can not only enrich a
service range of the LTE system, but also enable D2D communication to be used by more users.
[0003] Scrambling in the LTE system is mainly classified into two types: One type is data channel scrambling, which
is used to scramble a data channel, and can implement interference randomization and user encryption; the other type
is cyclic redundancy check (English full name: Cyclic Redundancy Check, English abbreviation: CRC) scrambling, which
is used to scramble to-be-sent information after CRC, and can implicitly provide extra information and differentiate
different users.
[0004] So far, there is no scrambling scheme for D2D communication. Therefore, in a process of performing D2D
communication, how to scramble to-be-sent information at a transmit end and how to descramble received information
at a receive end are problems to be resolved urgently.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention provide a D2D communication method and user equipment, so that
transmission information can be scrambled and descrambled in a D2D communication process.
[0006] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides a D2D communication method,
including: determining, by first user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter, where the scrambling code
parameter includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a specific
scrambling code parameter; scrambling, by the first user equipment, a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the
scrambling code parameter; and sending, by the first user equipment, a scrambled to-be-sent bit.
[0007] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation manner, the scrambling code parameter
includes the common scrambling code parameter, and the determining, by first user equipment, a value of a scrambling
code parameter includes: determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling code parameter
according to a D2D synchronization signal; determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling
code parameter according to a primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or determining, by the first user equip-
ment, a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment belongs as a value of the common scrambling
code parameter.
[0008] With reference to the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a second possible implemen-
tation manner, the determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to a D2D synchronization signal includes: determining, by the first user equipment, a number of the D2D synchronization
signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0009] With reference to the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a third possible implementation
manner, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D
synchronization signal SD2DSS, and the determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling
code parameter according to a D2D synchronization signal includes: determining, by the first user equipment, the value
of the common scrambling code parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.
[0010] With reference to the third possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fourth possible implementation

manner, the value  of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by using the following formula: 
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where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0011] With reference to the first aspect or with reference to the foregoing possible implementation manners of the
first aspect, in a fifth possible implementation manner, the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling
code parameter, and the determining, by first user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter includes: deter-
mining, by the first user equipment, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to at least one of a
D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type identifier
of the first user equipment.
[0012] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a sixth possible implementation
manner, the determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to at
least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service
type identifier of the first user equipment includes: determining, by the first user equipment, the D2D identifier of the first
user equipment as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter; determining, by the first user equipment, the
D2D group identifier of the first user equipment as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter; or determining,
by the first user equipment, the service type identifier of the first user equipment as the value of the specific scrambling
code parameter.
[0013] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a seventh possible implemen-
tation manner, the determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter according
to at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a
service type identifier of the first user equipment includes: determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier of the first user equipment, the
D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or the service type identifier of the first user equipment, and a hash
function; or determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to
the at least one of the D2D identifier of the first user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or
the service type identifier of the first user equipment, and a truncate function.
[0014] With reference to the first aspect, in an eighth possible implementation manner, the determining, by first user
equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter includes: receiving, by the first user equipment, indication information
sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment belongs, where the indication
information is used to indicate the value of the scrambling code parameter; and determining, by the first user equipment,
the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the indication information.
[0015] With reference to the first aspect or with reference to the foregoing possible implementation manners of the
first aspect, in a ninth possible implementation manner, the scrambling, by the first user equipment, a to-be-sent bit
according to the value of the scrambling code parameter includes: determining, by the first user equipment, a scrambling
code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter; and generating, by the first user equipment,
a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial value, and scrambling the to-be-sent bit by using
the scrambling code sequence.
[0016] With reference to the ninth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a tenth possible implementation
manner, the determining, by the first user equipment, a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the
scrambling code parameter includes: determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code
parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the specific
scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.
[0017] With reference to the ninth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in an eleventh possible imple-
mentation manner, the determining, by the first user equipment, a scrambling code initial value according to the value
of the scrambling code parameter includes: determining, by the first user equipment, the scrambling code initial value
according to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.
[0018] With reference to the eleventh possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a twelfth possible imple-
mentation manner, the scrambling code initial value cinit is determined by using the following formula: 

or 
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where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0019] With reference to the eleventh possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a thirteenth possible
implementation manner, the scrambling code initial value Cinit is determined by using the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0020] With reference to the first aspect or with reference to any one possible implementation manner of the foregoing
first to eighth possible implementation manners of the first aspect, in a fourteenth possible implementation manner, the
scrambling, by the first user equipment, a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter includes:
dividing, by the first user equipment, the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling code
segments; and scrambling, by the first user equipment, the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code
segments.
[0021] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fifteenth possible
implementation manner, the scrambling, by the first user equipment, the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling
code segments includes: generating, by the first user equipment, a cyclic redundancy code check CRC bit of the to-be-
sent bit, and using the to-be-sent bit and the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit as a to-be-scrambled bit; dividing, by the first
user equipment, the to-be-scrambled bit into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments; generating, by the first user
equipment, a CRC bit of each to-be-scrambled bit segment in the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments; and
scrambling, by the first user equipment, CRC bits of the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments by using the at least
two scrambling code segments.
[0022] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a sixteenth possible
implementation manner, the scrambling, by the first user equipment, the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling
code segments includes: dividing, by the first user equipment, the to-be-sent bit into at least two to-be-sent bit segments;
generating, by the first user equipment, a CRC bit of each to-be-sent bit segment in the at least two to-be-sent bit
segments; and scrambling, by the first user equipment, CRC bits of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments by using
the at least two scrambling code segments.
[0023] According to a second aspect, an embodiment of the present invention provides another D2D communication
method, including: receiving, by second user equipment, a bit sent by first user equipment; determining, by the second
user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment, where the scrambling code parameter
includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a specific scrambling code
parameter; and descrambling, by the second user equipment, the received bit according to the value of the scrambling
code parameter.
[0024] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation manner, a value of the common scram-
bling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a D2D synchronization signal; a value of
the common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a primary D2D synchro-
nization channel PD2DSCH; or a value of the common scrambling code parameter is a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster
to which the first user equipment belongs.
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[0025] With reference to the second aspect or with reference to the first possible implementation manner of the second
aspect, in a second possible implementation manner, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter is obtained
after an operation is performed on at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of
the first user equipment, or a service type identifier of the first user equipment by using a preset function.
[0026] With reference to the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a third possible imple-
mentation manner, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D identifier of the first user equipment;
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment; or the value
of the specific scrambling code parameter is the service type identifier of the first user equipment.
[0027] With reference to the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a fourth possible im-
plementation manner, the preset function is a hash function or a truncate function.
[0028] With reference to the second aspect or with reference to the foregoing possible implementation manners of
the second aspect, in a fifth possible implementation manner, the determining, by the second user equipment, a value
of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment includes: determining, by the second user equipment, the
value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the D2D synchronization signal; determining, by the
second user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the primary D2D synchro-
nization channel PD2DSCH; or determining, by the second user equipment, a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which
the second user equipment belongs as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0029] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a sixth possible implemen-
tation manner, the determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter
according to the D2D synchronization signal includes: determining, by the second user equipment, a number of the D2D
synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0030] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation manner, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization signal PD2DSS and a
secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS, and the determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the
common scrambling code parameter according to the D2D synchronization signal includes: determining, by the second
user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.
[0031] With reference to the seventh possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in an eighth possible

implementation manner, the value  of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by using the

following formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0032] With reference to the second aspect or with reference to any one possible implementation manner of the
foregoing first to fourth possible implementation manners of the second aspect, in a ninth possible implementation
manner, the determining, by the second user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user
equipment includes: receiving, by the second user equipment, indication information sent by a base station or a cluster
head of a D2D cluster to which the second user equipment belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate
the value of the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment; and determining, by the second user equipment,
the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the indication information.
[0033] With reference to the second aspect or the foregoing possible implementation manners of the second aspect,
in a tenth possible implementation manner, the descrambling, by the second user equipment, the received bit according
to the value of the scrambling code parameter includes: determining, by the second user equipment, a scrambling code
initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter; and generating, by the second user equipment,
a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial value, and descrambling the received bit by using
the scrambling code sequence.
[0034] With reference to the tenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in an eleventh possible
implementation manner, the determining, by the second user equipment, a scrambling code initial value according to
the value of the scrambling code parameter includes: determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the
common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or determining, by the second user equipment,
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.
[0035] With reference to the tenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a twelfth possible imple-
mentation manner, the determining, by the second user equipment, a scrambling code initial value according to the
value of the scrambling code parameter includes: determining, by the second user equipment, the scrambling code initial
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value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.
[0036] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a thirteenth possible
implementation manner, the scrambling code initial value cinit is determined by using the following formula: 

or 

where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0037] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a fourteenth possible
implementation manner, the scrambling code initial value cinit is determined by using the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0038] With reference to the second aspect or any one of the foregoing possible implementation manners of the second
aspect, in a fifteenth possible implementation manner, the bit received by the second user equipment includes at least
two bit segments, and each bit segment in the at least two bit segments includes a data bit segment and a CRC bit; and
the descrambling, by the second user equipment, the received bit by using the scrambling code sequence includes:
dividing, by the second user equipment, the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling code
segments; and descrambling, by the second user equipment, CRC bits of the at least two bit segments by using the at
least two scrambling code segments, to obtain at least two to-be-checked bit segments.
[0039] With reference to the fifteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a sixteenth possible
implementation manner, the method further includes: performing, by the second user equipment, CRC check on each
to-be-checked bit segment in the at least two to-be-checked bit segments to obtain a data bit segment of each to-be-
checked bit segment; and cascading, by the second user equipment, data bit segments of the at least two to-be-checked
bit segments to obtain a data bit.
[0040] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a seventeenth possible
implementation manner, the data bit includes an original data bit and a CRC bit, and the method further includes:
performing, by the second user equipment, CRC check on the data bit to obtain the original data bit.
[0041] According to a third aspect, user equipment is provided, including: a determining module, configured to deter-
mine a value of a scrambling code parameter, where the scrambling code parameter includes at least one of the following
parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a specific scrambling code parameter; a scrambling module,
configured to scramble a to-be-sent bit according to the value that is of the scrambling code parameter and that is
determined by the determining module; and a sending module, configured to send a to-be-sent bit scrambled by the
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scrambling module.
[0042] With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation manner, the scrambling code parameter
includes the common scrambling code parameter, and the determining module includes a first determining unit, where
the first determining unit is configured to determine a value of the common scrambling code parameter according to a
D2D synchronization signal; the first determining unit is configured to determine a value of the common scrambling code
parameter according to a primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or the first determining unit is configured to
determine a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment belongs as a value of the common scrambling
code parameter.
[0043] With reference to the first possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a second possible implemen-
tation manner, the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine a number of the D2D synchronization
signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0044] With reference to the first possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a third possible implementation
manner, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D
synchronization signal SD2DSS; and the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine the value of the
common scrambling code parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.
[0045] With reference to the third possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a fourth possible implemen-

tation manner, the value  of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by using the following

formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0046] With reference to the third aspect or with reference to the foregoing possible implementation manners of the
third aspect, in a fifth possible implementation manner, the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling
code parameter, and the determining module includes a second determining unit, configured to determine a value of
the specific scrambling code parameter according to at least one of a D2D identifier of the user equipment, a D2D group
identifier of the user equipment, or a service type identifier of the user equipment.
[0047] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a sixth possible implementation
manner, the second determining unit is specifically configured to: determine the D2D identifier of the user equipment as
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter; determine the D2D group identifier of the user equipment as the
value of the specific scrambling code parameter; or determine the service type identifier of the user equipment as the
value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0048] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a seventh possible implemen-
tation manner, the second determining unit is specifically configured to: determine the value of the specific scrambling
code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier of the user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the
user equipment, or the service type identifier of the user equipment, and a hash function; or determine the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier of the user equipment, the D2D
group identifier of the user equipment, or the service type identifier of the user equipment, and a truncate function.
[0049] With reference to the third aspect, in an eighth possible implementation manner, the determining module
includes: a receiving unit, configured to receive indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D
cluster to which the user equipment belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate the value of the
scrambling code parameter; and a third determining unit, configured to determine the value of the scrambling code
parameter according to the indication information received by the receiving unit.
[0050] With reference to the third aspect or with reference to the foregoing possible implementation manners of the
third aspect, in a ninth possible implementation manner, the scrambling module includes: a determining unit, configured
to determine a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter; and a first scrambling
unit, configured to generate a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial value determined by
the determining unit, and scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the scrambling code sequence.
[0051] With reference to the ninth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a tenth possible implemen-
tation manner, the determining unit is specifically configured to: determine the value of the common scrambling code
parameter as the scrambling code initial value, or determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the
scrambling code initial value.
[0052] With reference to the ninth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in an eleventh possible imple-
mentation manner, the determining unit is specifically configured to determine the scrambling code initial value according
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to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.
[0053] With reference to the eleventh possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a twelfth possible imple-
mentation manner, the determining unit is specifically configured to determine the scrambling code initial value cinit
according to the following formula: 

or 

where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0054] With reference to the eleventh possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a thirteenth possible
implementation manner, the determining unit is specifically configured to determine the scrambling code initial value cinit
according to the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0055] With reference to the third aspect or with reference to any one possible implementation manner of the foregoing
first to eighth possible implementation manners of the third aspect, in a fourteenth possible implementation manner, the
scrambling module includes: a segmentation unit, configured to divide the value of the scrambling code parameter into
at least two scrambling code segments; and a second scrambling unit, configured to scramble the to-be-sent bit by using
the at least two scrambling code segments divided by the segmentation unit.
[0056] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a fifteenth possible
implementation manner, the second scrambling unit includes: a first generation subunit, configured to: generate a cyclic
redundancy code check (CRC) bit of the to-be-sent bit, and use the to-be-sent bit and the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit
as a to-be-scrambled bit; a first segmentation subunit, configured to divide the to-be-scrambled bit generated by the first
generation subunit into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments, where the first generation subunit is further configured
to generate a CRC bit of each to-be-scrambled bit segment in the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments divided by
the first segmentation subunit; and a first scrambling subunit, configured to separately scramble, by using the at least
two scrambling code segments, CRC bits that are of the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments and that are generated
by the first generation subunit.
[0057] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a sixteenth possible
implementation manner, the second scrambling unit includes: a second segmentation subunit, configured to divide the
to-be-sent bit into at least two to-be-sent bit segments; a second generation subunit, configured to generate a CRC bit
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of each to-be-sent bit segment in the at least two to-be-sent bit segments divided by the second segmentation subunit;
and a second scrambling subunit, configured to scramble, by using the at least two scrambling code segments, CRC
bits that are of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments and that are generated by the second generation subunit.
[0058] According to a fourth aspect, another user equipment is provided, including: a receiving module, configured to
receive a bit sent by first user equipment; a determining module, configured to determine a value of a scrambling code
parameter of the first user equipment, where the scrambling code parameter includes at least one of the following
parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a specific scrambling code parameter; and a descrambling
module, configured to descramble, according to the value that is of the scrambling code parameter and that is determined
by the determining module, the bit received by the receiving module.
[0059] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first possible implementation manner, a value of the common scrambling
code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a D2D synchronization signal; a value of the
common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a primary D2D synchronization
channel PD2DSCH; or a value of the common scrambling code parameter is a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which
the first user equipment belongs.
[0060] With reference to the fourth aspect or with reference to the first possible implementation manner of the fourth
aspect, in a second possible implementation manner, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter is obtained
after an operation is performed on at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of
the first user equipment, or a service type identifier of the first user equipment by using a preset function.
[0061] With reference to the second possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a third possible imple-
mentation manner, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D identifier of the first user equipment;
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment; or the value
of the specific scrambling code parameter is the service type identifier of the first user equipment.
[0062] With reference to the second possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a fourth possible imple-
mentation manner, the preset function is a hash function or a truncate function.
[0063] With reference to the fourth aspect or with reference to the foregoing possible implementation manners of the
fourth aspect, in a fifth possible implementation manner, the determining module includes a first determining unit, where
the first determining unit is configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
the D2D synchronization signal; the first determining unit is configured to determine the value of the common scrambling
code parameter according to the primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or the first determining unit is con-
figured to determine a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment belongs as the value of the common
scrambling code parameter.
[0064] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a sixth possible implementation
manner, the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine a number of the D2D synchronization signal as
the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0065] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation manner, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization signal PD2DSS and a
secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS; and the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine
the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.
[0066] With reference to the seventh possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in an eighth possible

implementation manner, the value  of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by using the

following formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0067] With reference to the fourth aspect or with reference to any one possible implementation manner of the foregoing
first to fourth possible implementation manners of the fourth aspect, in a ninth possible implementation manner, the
determining module includes: a receiving unit, configured to receive indication information sent by a base station or a
cluster head of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate
the value of the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment; and a second determining unit, configured to
determine the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the indication information received by the receiving
unit.
[0068] With reference to the fourth aspect or with reference to the foregoing possible implementation manners of the
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fourth aspect, in a tenth possible implementation manner, the descrambling module includes: a third determining unit,
configured to determine a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter; and a
first descrambling unit, configured to generate a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial
value determined by the third determining unit, and descramble the received bit by using the scrambling code sequence.
[0069] With reference to the tenth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in an eleventh possible
implementation manner, the third determining unit is specifically configured to: determine the value of the common
scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value, or determine the value of the specific scrambling code
parameter as the scrambling code initial value.
[0070] With reference to the tenth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twelfth possible imple-
mentation manner, the third determining unit is specifically configured to determine the scrambling code initial value
according to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.
[0071] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a thirteenth possible
implementation manner, the third determining unit is specifically configured to determine the scrambling code initial value
cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0072] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a fourteenth possible
implementation manner, the third determining unit is specifically configured to determine the scrambling code initial value
cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is

the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0073] With reference to the fourth aspect or with reference to any one of the foregoing possible implementation
manners of the fourth aspect, in a fifteenth possible implementation manner, the bit received by the receiving module
includes at least two bit segments, and each bit segment in the at least two bit segments includes a data bit segment
and a CRC bit; and the descrambling module includes: a segmentation unit, configured to divide the value of the scrambling
code parameter into at least two scrambling code segments; and a second descrambling unit, configured to separately
descramble CRC bits of the at least two bit segments by using the at least two scrambling code segments divided by
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the segmentation unit, to obtain at least two to-be-checked bit segments.
[0074] With reference to the fifteenth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a sixteenth possible
implementation manner, the user equipment further includes: a CRC check module, configured to perform CRC check
on each to-be-checked bit segment in the at least two to-be-checked bit segments obtained by the second descrambling
unit, to obtain a data bit segment of each to-be-checked bit segment; and a cascading module, configured to cascade
data bit segments of the at least two to-be-checked bit segments obtained by the CRC check module, to obtain a data bit.
[0075] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a seventeenth possible
implementation manner, the data bit obtained by the cascading module includes an original data bit and a CRC bit; and
the CRC check module is further configured to perform CRC check on the data bit obtained by the cascading module,
to obtain the original data bit.
[0076] Based on the foregoing technical solutions, according to the D2D communication method and the user equip-
ment provided in the embodiments of the present invention, a transmit end determines a value of at least one scrambling
code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter, and scrambles a
to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information can be scrambled
in a D2D communication process; a receive end determines a value of at least one scrambling code parameter of a
common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter, and descrambles a received bit according
to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information can be descrambled in a D2D commu-
nication process, thereby further improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme and improving user experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0077] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention more clearly, the following
briefly describes the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments of the present invention or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description show merely some embodiments of the
present invention, and a person of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings from these accompanying
drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a D2D communication method according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is another schematic flowchart of a D2D communication method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3 is still another schematic flowchart of a D2D communication method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of scrambling a to-be-sent bit in a D2D communication method according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is another schematic diagram of scrambling a to-be-sent bit in a D2D communication method according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic flowchart of a D2D communication method according to another embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram of user equipment according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of user equipment according to another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of user equipment according to still another embodiment of the present invention;
and
FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of user equipment according to still another embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0078] The following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the
described embodiments are a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments
obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative
efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0079] It should be understood that, the technical solutions of the present invention may be applied to various com-
munications systems, for example, a Global System for Mobile Communications (English full name: Global System of
Mobile communication, English abbreviation: GSM), a Code Division Multiple Access (English full name: Code Division
Multiple Access, English abbreviation: CDMA) system, a Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (English full name:
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access, English abbreviation: WCDMA) system, a general packet radio service (English
full name: General Packet Radio Service, English abbreviation: GPRS), an LTE system, a Long Term Evolution Advanced
(English full name: Advanced Long Term Evolution, English abbreviation: LTE-A) system, and a Universal Mobile Tel-
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ecommunications System (English full name: Universal Mobile Telecommunication System, English abbreviation:
UMTS).
[0080] It should be understood that, in the embodiments of the present invention, user equipment (English full name:
User Equipment, English abbreviation: UE) includes but is not limited to a mobile station (English full name: Mobile
Station, English abbreviation: MS), a mobile terminal (English full name: Mobile Terminal), a mobile telephone (English
full name: Mobile Telephone), a handset (English full name: handset), a portable equipment (English full name: portable
equipment), and the like. The user equipment may communicate with one or more core networks by using a radio access
network (English full name: Radio Access Network, English abbreviation: RAN). For example, the user equipment may
be a mobile telephone (or referred to as a "cellular" phone), or a computer with a wireless communication function; or
the user equipment may be a portable, pocket-sized, handheld, computer built-in, or in-vehicle mobile apparatus.
[0081] In the embodiments of the present invention, a base station may be a base transceiver station (English full
name: Base Transceiver Station, English abbreviation: BTS) in GSM or CDMA, or may be a nodeB (NodeB) in WCDMA,
or may be an evolved NodeB (English full name: evolved Node B, English abbreviation: eNB or e-NodeB) in LTE, which
is not limited in the embodiments of the present invention.
[0082] FIG. 1 shows a schematic flowchart of a D2D communication method 100 according to an embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the method 100 includes:

S110. First user equipment determines a value of a scrambling code parameter, where the scrambling code pa-
rameter includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a specific
scrambling code parameter.
S120. The first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter.
S130. The first user equipment sends a scrambled to-be-sent bit.

[0083] Therefore, according to the D2D communication method in this embodiment of the present invention, a transmit
end determines a value of at least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific
scrambling code parameter, and scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter,
so that transmission information can be scrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a
D2D communication scheme and improving user experience.
[0084] In this embodiment of the present invention, the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling
code parameter and/or the specific scrambling code parameter (English full name: specific scrambling parameter), and
correspondingly, the value of the scrambling code parameter may include a value of the common scrambling code
parameter and/or a value of the specific scrambling code parameter. The common scrambling code parameter may be
a scrambling code parameter shared by multiple UEs, and can reflect a common characteristic of the multiple user
equipments, for example, a scrambling code parameter shared by all UEs in a D2D cluster. The specific scrambling
code parameter may be a UE-specific scrambling code parameter, and can reflect a dedicated characteristic of user
equipment, for example, the specific scrambling code parameter is an identifier of UE, so that a receive end can differ-
entiate the user equipment from another user equipment according to the specific scrambling code parameter. However,
this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0085] For example, the first user equipment sends a discovery signal. In some scenarios such as an advertising
scenario, the first user equipment needs to be discovered by as many other user equipments as possible; therefore, the
first user equipment may scramble the discovery signal by using the common scrambling code parameter, and user
equipment that receives the discovery signal may descramble the discovery signal by using the common scrambling
code parameter. In some other scenarios, for example, if the first user equipment wants to be discovered only by user
equipment with which the first user equipment is familiar (for example, user equipment that belongs to a friend group of
the first user equipment), may scramble the discovery signal by using a specific scrambling code parameter of the friend
group and send the discovery signal, user equipment that receives the discovery signal can descramble the discovery
signal only by using the specific scrambling code parameter of the friend group, and user equipment that is not in the
friend group cannot descramble the discovery signal sent by the first user equipment because the user equipment does
not know the specific scrambling code parameter of the group; therefore, the user equipment that is not in the friend
group cannot discover the first user equipment.
[0086] That first user equipment determines a value of a scrambling code parameter in S110 includes: determining,
by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling code parameter and/or a value of the specific scrambling
code parameter, where the first user equipment may determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter
and/or the value of the specific scrambling code parameter in multiple manners. However, this embodiment of the present
invention is not limited thereto.
[0087] In this embodiment of the present invention, the to-be-sent bit may be specifically one or more bits, and the to-
be-sent bit may carry a discovery signal or to-be-sent data. However, this embodiment of the present invention is not
limited thereto. Optionally, in S120, the first user equipment may perform data channel scrambling. Specifically, the first
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user equipment may generate a scrambling code sequence according to the value of the scrambling code parameter,
and scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the scrambling code sequence. Optionally, in another embodiment, in S120,
the first user equipment may also perform CRC scrambling. Specifically, the first user equipment may use, as a scrambling
code sequence, the value of the scrambling code parameter or a value obtained after the value of the scrambling code
parameter is processed, to scramble a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit. However, this embodiment of the present invention
is not limited thereto.
[0088] When the to-be-sent bit in this embodiment of the present invention carries a discovery signal, this embodiment
of the present invention may be applied to an open discovery scenario and a controlled discovery scenario. In the open
discovery scenario, the scrambling code parameter may include only the common scrambling code parameter, and the
discovery signal is scrambled according to the value of the common scrambling code parameter, so that more adjacent
UEs can descramble the discovery signal sent by the first user equipment. In the controlled discovery scenario, the
scrambling code parameter may include only the specific scrambling code parameter or include the specific scrambling
code parameter and the common scrambling code parameter, and the discovery signal is scrambled according to the
value of the specific scrambling code parameter or according to the value of the specific scrambling code parameter
and the value of the common scrambling code parameter, so that only adjacent user equipment that has a further
association relationship with the first user equipment can descramble the discovery signal sent by the first user equipment.
The adjacent user equipment that has a further association relationship with the first user equipment can learn the value
of the specific scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment, where the association relationship may depend
on an objective of sending the discovery signal by the first user equipment, that is, the first user equipment wants which
adjacent user equipment to descramble the discovery signal, for example, adjacent user equipment that belongs to a
same user group as the first user equipment, or adjacent user equipment that belongs to a same service type as the
first user equipment, which is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0089] In this embodiment of the present invention, if the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling
code parameter, that first user equipment determines a value of a scrambling code parameter may include: determining,
by the first user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter. Optionally, step S110 may be specifically
implemented in the following manners:

Manner 1: The first user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
a D2D synchronization signal.
Manner 2: The first user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
a primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH.
Manner 3: The first user equipment determines a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment
belongs as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.

[0090] Specifically, in Manner 1, the first user equipment may detect the D2D synchronization signal, where the D2D
synchronization signal may be sent by a cluster head of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment belongs, or may
be sent by a base station, which is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention. When detecting the D2D
synchronization signal, the first user equipment acquires the value of the common scrambling code parameter from the
D2D synchronization signal. Optionally, the first user equipment may use a number of the detected D2D synchronization
signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and correspondingly, Manner 1 may be specifically that
the first user equipment determines the number of the D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling
code parameter.
[0091] Optionally, in another embodiment, the D2D synchronization signal may include a primary D2D synchronization
signal (English full name: Primary Device to Device Synchronization Signal, English abbreviation: PD2DSS) and a
secondary D2D synchronization signal (English full name: Secondary Device to Device Synchronization Signal, English
abbreviation: SD2DSS), and correspondingly, Manner 1 may be specifically that the first user equipment determines
the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.
[0092] The first user equipment may separately detect the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS, and determine the value of the
common scrambling code parameter according to the detected PD2DSS and SD2DSS. Optionally, the first user equip-

ment may determine the value  of the common scrambling code parameter according to the following formula: 

where
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NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS. Optionally, the first user equipment
may further determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter by using another formula, which is not
limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0093] In Manner 2, the first user equipment may acquire the value of the common scrambling code parameter on a
specific time-frequency resource of the D2D synchronization channel (English full name: Primary Device to Device
Synchronization Channel, English abbreviation: PD2DSCH), which is not limited in this embodiment of the present
invention.
[0094] In Manner 3, the first user equipment may use the cluster identifier of the D2D cluster to which the first user
equipment belongs as the value of the common scrambling code parameter. However, this embodiment of the present
invention is not limited thereto.
[0095] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling code
parameter, that first user equipment determines a value of a scrambling code parameter may include: determining, by
the first user equipment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter. The first user equipment may determine
the specific scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment in multiple manners. In a preferred embodiment, the
first user equipment may determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment
according to at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment,
or a service type identifier of the first user equipment, and correspondingly, step S110 may further be implemented in
the following manner:

Manner 4: The first user equipment determines the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to
at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a
service type identifier of the first user equipment.

[0096] Optionally, Manner 4 may be specifically implemented in the following ways:

Way 1: The first user equipment uses the D2D identifier of the first user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the
first user equipment, or the service type identifier of the first user equipment as the value of the specific scrambling
code parameter.
The D2D group identifier of the first user equipment may be a D2D user group identifier of the first user equipment,
but this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
Way 2: The first user equipment performs an operation on the at least one of the D2D identifier of the first user
equipment, the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or the service type identifier of the first user equipment
according to an operation rule, and uses a value obtained from the operation as the value of the specific scrambling
code parameter.

[0097] The operation rule may be represented by using a function such as a hash function or a truncate function. If
the function is the truncate function, the truncate function is used to truncate an identifier. Specifically, the truncate
function may truncate an identifier from a front end to a back end, truncate an identifier from a back end to a front end,
or truncate an identifier from a middle part, which is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0098] It should be noted that the hash function (English full name: Hash Function) involved in this specification is also
referred to as a hash function.
[0099] Preferably, Way 2 may be specifically that the first user equipment uses the D2D identifier of the first user
equipment, the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or the service type identifier of the first user equipment
as an output value, substitutes the output value into the hash function, and uses an output value of the hash function
as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter; or the first user equipment uses the D2D identifier of the first
user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or the service type identifier of the first user equipment
as an output value, substitutes the output value into the truncate function, and uses an output value of the truncate
function as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter. However, this embodiment of the present invention is
not limited thereto.
[0100] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the D2D cluster to which the first user equipment belongs is centrally
controlled by the base station, the first user equipment may also determine the value of the common scrambling code
parameter and/or the specific scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment according to indication information
sent by the base station. However, if the D2D cluster to which the first user equipment belongs is controlled by a cluster
head in a distributed manner, the first user equipment may also determine the value of the common scrambling code
parameter and/or the specific scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment according to indication information
sent by the cluster head. Correspondingly, step S110 may also be implemented in a fifth manner, and Manner 5 includes
the following two steps:
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Step 1: The first user equipment receives indication information sent by the base station or the cluster head of the
D2D cluster to which the first user equipment belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate the value
of the scrambling code parameter.
Step 2: The first user equipment determines the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the indication
information.

[0101] Specifically, the indication information may be physical layer signaling or higher layer signaling, for example,
the indication information is discovery signal paging signaling or radio resource control (English full name: Radio Resource
Control, English abbreviation: RRC) dedicated signaling. The indication information may explicitly or implicitly indicate
the value of the scrambling code parameter, where the value of the scrambling code parameter may be specifically the
value of the common scrambling code parameter and/or the value of the specific scrambling code parameter, for example,
the indication information may include the value of the specific scrambling code parameter and/or the value of the
common scrambling code parameter; or the indication information includes related information of the value of the specific
scrambling code parameter and/or the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and the first user equipment
determines the value of the specific scrambling code parameter and/or the value of the common scrambling code
parameter according to the related information. However, this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0102] In this embodiment of the present invention, the first user equipment may perform data channel scrambling on
the to-be-sent bit. Correspondingly, as shown in FIG. 2, that the first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit according
to the value of the scrambling code parameter in S120 includes:

S121. The first user equipment determines a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling
code parameter.
S122. The first user equipment generates a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial
value, and scrambles the to-be-sent bit by using the scrambling code sequence.

[0103] Specifically, in S122, the first user equipment may generate a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit, and use the to-be-
sent bit and the CRC bit as an actually sent bit; then, the first user equipment may scramble the actually sent bit by using
the scrambling code sequence. However, this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0104] In this embodiment of the present invention, the first user equipment may determine the scrambling code initial
value in multiple manners. Preferably, step S121 may be implemented in the following implementation manners:

Implementation manner 1: If the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling code parameter, the
first user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial
value.
Implementation manner 2: If the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling code parameter, the
first user equipment determines the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial
value.
Implementation manner 3: The first user equipment determines the scrambling code initial value according to the
value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.

[0105] In Implementation manner 3, the value of the scrambling code parameter may be specifically the value of the
common scrambling code parameter and/or the value of the specific scrambling code parameter. The current timeslot
number may be a number of a timeslot occupied when the first user equipment sends the scrambled to-be-sent bit.
Optionally, the current timeslot number may be a number of the timeslot, in a radio frame, occupied by the first user
equipment, and a value of the current timeslot number may be any value from 0 to 19. However, this embodiment of the
present invention is not limited thereto. Optionally, in Implementation manner 3, the scrambling code initial value cinit
may be determined by using the following formula: 

or 
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where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0106] Optionally, in another embodiment, in Implementation manner 3, the scrambling code initial value cinit may be
determined by using the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0107] Optionally, in Implementation manner 3, the scrambling code initial value may further be determined by using
another formula, and this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0108] Optionally, in another embodiment, the first user equipment may further perform CRC scrambling on the to-
be-sent bit, that is, the first user equipment scrambles, by using the value of the scrambling code parameter, the CRC
bit generated according to the to-be-sent bit. Optionally, in some specific situations, for example, when a quantity of bits
corresponding to the value of the scrambling code parameter exceeds a quantity of CRC bits that need to be scrambled,
that is, the quantity of bits corresponding to the value of the scrambling code parameter is greater than 24, the first user
equipment may divide the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling code segments, and
scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code segments, where a quantity of the at least two
scrambling code segments may be determined according to an accrual need, for example, the quantity of the at least
two scrambling code segments may depend on the quantity of bits corresponding to the value of the scrambling code
parameter and the quantity of CRC bits, so that a quantity of bits corresponding to each scrambling code segment is
less than or equal to the quantity of CRC bits. However, this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0109] Optionally, as shown in FIG. 3, that the first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value
of the scrambling code parameter in S120 includes:

S123. The first user equipment divides the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling code
segments.
S 124. The first user equipment scrambles the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code segments.

[0110] Optionally, in S124, the first user equipment may generate at least two CRC bits for the to-be-sent bit, and
scramble, by using the at least two scrambling code segments, the CRC bits generated according to the to-be-sent bit.
However, this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0111] Optionally, that the first user equipment scrambles the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code
segments in S124 includes:

S1241a. The first user equipment divides the to-be-sent bit into at least two to-be-sent bit segments.
S1242a. The first user equipment generates a cyclic redundancy code check (CRC) bit of each to-be-sent bit segment
in the at least two to-be-sent bit segments.
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S1243a. The first user equipment separately scrambles CRC bits of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments by
using the at least two scrambling code segments.

[0112] Specifically, the first user equipment may generate the CRC bit for each to-be-sent bit segment in the at least
two to-be-sent bit segments, place the generated CRC bit behind a corresponding to-be-sent bit segment, and use the
to-be-sent bit segment and the CRC bit as an actually sent bit segment. Optionally, a quantity of the to-be-sent bit
segments may be equal to a quantity of the scrambling code segments, and the first user equipment may scramble the
CRC bits of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments by using the at least two scrambling code segments in one-to-one
correspondence. Optionally, a quantity of the to-be-sent bit segments may also be greater than a quantity of the scrambling
code segments, and in this case, the first user equipment may scramble CRC bits of some to-be-sent bit segments in
the at least two to-be-sent bit segments by using the at least two scrambling code segments, and does not scramble
CRC bits of the other to-be-sent bit segments, or scramble CRC bits of the other to-be-sent bit segments by using a
segment filled with a fixed value, or scramble CRC bits of the other to-be-sent bit segments by repeatedly using at least
one scrambling code segment in the at least two scrambling code segments. However, this embodiment of the present
invention is not limited thereto.
[0113] FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of performing CRC scrambling by the first user equipment according to an
embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4, the first user equipment divides a bit (that is, a scrambling
code bit) corresponding to the value of the scrambling code parameter into two scrambling code segments: a scrambling
code segment 1 and a scrambling code segment 2. Correspondingly, the first user equipment divides the to-be-sent bit
into two to-be-sent bit segments: a to-be-sent bit segment 1 and a to-be-sent bit segment 2, and the first user equipment
separately generates CRC bits for the to-be-sent bit segment 1 and the to-be-sent bit segment 2. Then, the first user
equipment scrambles the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit segment 1 by using the scrambling code segment 1, and scrambles
the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit segment 2 by using the scrambling code segment 2.
[0114] Optionally, in another embodiment, that the first user equipment scrambles the to-be-sent bit by using the at
least two scrambling code segments in S124 includes:

S1241b. The first user equipment generates a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit, and uses the to-be-sent bit and the
CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit as a to-be-scrambled bit.
S1242b. The first user equipment divides the to-be-scrambled bit into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments.
S1243b. The first user equipment generates a CRC bit of each to-be-scrambled bit segment in the at least two to-
be-scrambled bit segments.
S1244b. The first user equipment separately scrambles CRC bits of the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments
by using the at least two scrambling code segments.

[0115] Specifically, the first user equipment may place the CRC of the to-be-sent bit behind the to-be-sent bit, and in
this case, the to-be-sent bit and the CRC bit form the to-be-scrambled bit together. Then, the first user equipment divides
the to-be-scrambled bit into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments; and the first user equipment may generate the
CRC bit for each to-be-scrambled bit segment in the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments, place the generated
CRC bit behind a corresponding to-be-scrambled bit segment, and use the to-be-scrambled bit segment and the CRC
bit as an actually sent bit segment. Optionally, a quantity of the to-be-scrambled bit segments may be equal to a quantity
of the scrambling code segments, and the first user equipment may scramble the CRC bits of the at least two to-be-
scrambled bit segments by using the at least two scrambling code segments in one-to-one correspondence. Optionally,
a quantity of the to-be-scrambled bit segments may also be greater than a quantity of the scrambling code segments,
and in this case, the first user equipment may scramble CRC bits of some to-be-scrambled bit segments in the at least
two to-be-scrambled bit segments by using the at least two scrambling code segments, and does not scramble CRC
bits of the other to-be-scrambled bit segments, or scramble CRC bits of the other to-be-scrambled bit segments by using
a segment filled with a fixed value, or scramble CRC bits of the other to-be-scrambled bit segments by repeatedly using
at least one scrambling code segment in the at least two scrambling code segments. However, this embodiment of the
present invention is not limited thereto.
[0116] FIG. 5 shows a schematic diagram of performing CRC scrambling by the first user equipment according to
another embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, the first user equipment divides a bit (that is, a
scrambling code bit) corresponding to the value of the scrambling code parameter into two scrambling code segments:
a scrambling code segment 1 and a scrambling code segment 2. On the other hand, the first user equipment generates
a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit, and places the CRC bit behind the to-be-sent bit to form a to-be-scrambled bit. Then,
the first user equipment divides the to-be-scrambled bit into two to-be-scrambled bit segments: a to-be-scrambled bit
segment 1 and a to-be-scrambled bit segment 2, and the first user equipment separately generates CRC bits for the to-
be-scrambled bit segment 1 and the to-be-scrambled bit segment 2. Then, the first user equipment scrambles the CRC
bit of the to-be-scrambled bit segment 1 by using the scrambling code segment 1, and scrambles the CRC bit of the to-
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be-scrambled bit segment 2 by using the scrambling code segment 2.
[0117] In FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, elaboration is provided by using an example in which a quantity of the scrambling code
segments is 2. Optionally, in this embodiment of the present invention, the quantity of the scrambling code segments
may also be another value, and a quantity of CRC bits that need to be scrambled may be the same as or different from
the quantity of the scrambling code segments, which is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0118] It should be understood that examples shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 are used to help persons skilled in the art
to better understand the embodiments of the present invention, but are not intended to limit the scope of the embodiments
of the present invention. Apparently, persons skilled in the art can make various equivalent modifications or changes
according to examples given in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, and such modifications or changes also fall within the scope of the
embodiments of the present invention.
[0119] Therefore, according to the D2D communication method in this embodiment of the present invention, a transmit
end determines a value of at least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific
scrambling code parameter, and scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter,
so that transmission information can be scrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a
D2D communication scheme and improving user experience.
[0120] With reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 5, the D2D communication method according to an embodiment of the present
invention is described above in detail from a perspective of a transmit end, and with reference to FIG. 6, a D2D com-
munication method according to an embodiment of the present invention is described in detail in the following from a
perspective of a receive end.
[0121] FIG. 6 shows a schematic flowchart of a D2D communication method 200 according to another embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6, the method 200 includes:

S210. Second user equipment receives a bit sent by first user equipment.
S220. The second user equipment determines a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment,
where the scrambling code parameter includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code
parameter and a specific scrambling code parameter.
S230. The second user equipment descrambles the received bit according to the value of the scrambling code
parameter.

[0122] Therefore, according to the D2D communication method in this embodiment of the present invention, a receive
end determines a value of at least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific
scrambling code parameter, and descrambles a received bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter,
so that transmission information can be descrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of
a D2D communication scheme and improving user experience.
[0123] If the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling code parameter, optionally, a value of the
common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a D2D synchronization signal;
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a primary
D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment
belongs.
[0124] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling code
parameter, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter is obtained after an operation is performed on at least
one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type
identifier of the first user equipment by using a function.
[0125] Optionally, the function may be f(x) = x, that is, an output value of the function is equal to an input value of the
function; correspondingly, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D identifier of the first user
equipment;
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment; or
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the service type identifier of the first user equipment.
[0126] Optionally, in another embodiment, the function is a hash function or a truncate function.
[0127] In this embodiment of the present invention, the second user equipment and the first user equipment may
belong to a same D2D cluster; in this case, the second user equipment may acquire the value of the scrambling code
parameter of the first user equipment in multiple manners. Optionally, the second user equipment may determine the
value of the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment by using indication information sent by a control
device. Specifically, if the D2D cluster is centrally controlled by a base station, the second user equipment may acquire
the value of the scrambling code parameter by using indication information of the base station; if the D2D cluster is
controlled by a cluster head in a distributed manner, the second user equipment may acquire the value of the scrambling
code parameter from indication information sent by the cluster head of the D2D cluster. However, this embodiment of
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the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0128] Optionally, in an embodiment, in some specific scenarios, for example, when the second user equipment and
the first user equipment belong to a same D2D cluster, and a manner of determining a value of a scrambling code
parameter when each user equipment in the D2D cluster performs scrambling and descrambling may also be preset,
the second user equipment may determine the value of the scrambling code parameter in a same manner as the first
user equipment, for example, if the first user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code parameter
according to the D2D synchronization signal when performing scrambling, the second user equipment also determines
the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the D2D synchronization signal when performing
descrambling. Optionally, if the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling code parameter, step S220
may be specifically implemented in the following manners:

Manner 1: The second user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to the D2D synchronization signal.
Manner 2: The first user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
the primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH.
Manner 3: The second user equipment determines a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the second user
equipment belongs as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.

[0129] Optionally, Manner 1 may be specifically that the second user equipment determines a number of the D2D
synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0130] Optionally, in another embodiment, the D2D synchronization signal may include a primary D2D synchronization
signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS, and correspondingly, Manner 1 may also be
specifically that the second user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

[0131] In a preferred embodiment, the value  of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by

using the following formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0132] Optionally, in another embodiment, a D2D cluster to which the second user equipment belongs may also be
different from a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment belongs; in this case, if a base station that provides a
service to the first user equipment is the same as a base station that provides a service to the second user equipment,
the second user equipment may determine the value of the scrambling code parameter by using indication information
sent by the base station. However, this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0133] Optionally, in another embodiment, that the second user equipment determines a value of a scrambling code
parameter of the first user equipment in S220 includes:

S221. The second user equipment receives indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D
cluster to which the second user equipment belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate the value
of the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment.
S222. The second user equipment determines the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the indication
information.

[0134] The indication information may explicitly or implicitly indicate the value of the scrambling code parameter, and
the second user equipment may determine the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the indication
information, where the value of the scrambling code parameter may be specifically the value of the common scrambling
code parameter and/or the value of the specific scrambling code parameter. However, this embodiment of the present
invention is not limited thereto.
[0135] Optionally, in another embodiment, when the first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit, data channel
scrambling or CRC scrambling may be used, and when the second user equipment descrambles the received bit, data
channel descrambling or CRC descrambling may also be correspondingly used. If the second user equipment performs
data channel descrambling on the received bit, optionally, that the second user equipment descrambles the received
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bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter in S230 includes:

S231. The second user equipment determines a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling
code parameter.
S232. The second user equipment generates a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial
value, and descrambles the received bit by using the scrambling code sequence.

[0136] Optionally, step S231 may be implemented in the following implementation manners:

Implementation manner 1: The second user equipment determines the value of the common scrambling code
parameter as the scrambling code initial value.
Implementation manner 2: The second user equipment determines the value of the specific scrambling code pa-
rameter as the scrambling code initial value.
Implementation manner 3: The second user equipment determines the scrambling code initial value according to
the value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.

[0137] In Implementation manner 3, the value of the scrambling code parameter may be specifically the value of the
common scrambling code parameter and/or the value of the specific scrambling code parameter, and the current timeslot
number may be a number of a timeslot occupied when the second user equipment receives the bit, where the timeslot
of receiving the bit by the second user equipment is the same as a timeslot of sending the bit by the first user equipment,
but this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto. Optionally, in Implementation manner 3, the scrambling
code initial value cinit may be determined by using the following formula: 

or 

where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0138] Optionally, in another embodiment, in Implementation manner 3, the scrambling code initial value cinit may be
determined by using the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0139] Optionally, in Implementation manner 3, the scrambling code initial value may further be determined by using
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another formula, and this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0140] Optionally, in another embodiment, the second user equipment may also perform CRC descrambling on the
received bit. Optionally, in some specific situations, for example, when a quantity of bits corresponding to the value of
the scrambling code parameter exceeds a quantity of CRC bits that need to be descrambled, that is, the quantity of bits
corresponding to the value of the scrambling code parameter is greater than 24, the first user equipment divides the
value of the scrambling code parameter into multiple scrambling code segments to perform scrambling; and correspond-
ingly, the second user equipment may also divide the value of the scrambling code parameter into multiple scrambling
code segments, and descramble the received bit by using the multiple scrambling code segments.
[0141] Optionally, the bit received by the second user equipment includes at least two to-be-descrambled bit segments,
and each to-be-descrambled bit segment in the at least two to-be-descrambled bit segments includes a data bit segment
and a CRC bit.
[0142] Correspondingly, that the second user equipment descrambles the received bit by using the scrambling code
sequence in S230 includes:

S233. The second user equipment divides the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling
code segments.
S234. The second user equipment separately descrambles CRC bits of the at least two to-be-descrambled bit
segments by using the at least two scrambling code segments, to obtain at least two to-be-checked bit segments.

[0143] If the first user equipment performs scrambling in a manner shown in FIG. 4 or FIG. 6, the second user equipment
may divide the value of the scrambling code parameter into two scrambling code segments: a scrambling code segment
1 and a scrambling code segment 2, and correspondingly divide the received bit into two bit segments: a bit segment 1
and a bit segment 2. Then, the second user equipment may descramble the bit segment 1 by using the scrambling code
segment 1 to obtain a to-be-checked bit segment 1, and descramble the bit segment 2 by using the scrambling code
segment 2 to obtain a to-be-checked bit segment 2. Referring to FIG. 4, it may be learned that the to-be-checked bit
segment 1 is corresponding to a to-be-sent bit segment 1 and a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit segment 1, and the to-be-
checked bit segment 2 is corresponding to a to-be-sent bit segment 2 and a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit segment 2,
where a to-be-sent bit segment is a data bit segment. Referring to FIG. 6, it may be learned that the to-be-checked bit
segment 1 is corresponding to a to-be-scrambled bit segment 1 and a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit segment 1, and the
to-be-checked bit segment 2 is corresponding to a to-be-scrambled bit segment 2 and a CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit
segment 2. However, this embodiment of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0144] Optionally, in another embodiment, the method 200 further includes:

S240. The second user equipment performs CRC check on each to-be-checked bit segment in the at least two to-
be-checked bit segments to obtain a data bit segment of each to-be-checked bit segment.
S250. The second user equipment cascades data bit segments of the at least two to-be-checked bit segments to
obtain a data bit.

[0145] Specifically, if the first user equipment performs scrambling in a manner shown in FIG. 4, the second user
equipment may separately perform CRC check on the to-be-checked bit segment 1 and the to-be-checked bit segment
2 to obtain the to-be-sent bit segment 1 and the to-be-sent bit segment 2. Then, the second user equipment cascades
the to-be-sent bit segment 1 and the to-be-sent bit segment 2, so that the to-be-sent bit of the first user equipment may
be obtained, where the to-be-sent data is the data bit; in this case, the data bit is an original data bit of the first user
equipment.
[0146] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the first user equipment performs scrambling in a manner shown in FIG.
6, the second user equipment may separately perform CRC check on the to-be-checked bit segment 1 and the to-be-
checked bit segment 2 to obtain the to-be-scrambled bit segment 1 and the to-be-scrambled bit segment 2. Then, the
second user equipment cascades the to-be-scrambled bit segment 1 and the to-be-scrambled bit segment 2 to obtain
a to-be-scrambled bit of the first user equipment, where the to-be-scrambled bit includes a to-be-sent bit and a CRC bit,
and the to-be-sent bit is the data bit; and the second user equipment needs to perform CRC check again to obtain the
to-be-sent bit, that is, an original data bit, of the first user equipment.
[0147] Optionally, in another embodiment, the data bit includes an original data bit and a CRC bit, and correspondingly,
the method 200 further includes:

S260. The second user equipment performs CRC check on the data bit to obtain the original data bit.

[0148] Therefore, according to the D2D communication method in this embodiment of the present invention, a receive
end determines a value of at least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific
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scrambling code parameter, and descrambles a received bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter,
so that transmission information can be descrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of
a D2D communication scheme and improving user experience.
[0149] It should be understood that sequence numbers of the foregoing processes do not mean execution sequences.
Execution sequences of the processes should be determined according to functions and internal logic of the processes,
and shall not constitute any limitation on implementation processes of the embodiments of the present invention.
[0150] With reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 6, the D2D communication methods according to the embodiments of the
present invention are described above in detail, and with reference to FIG. 7 to FIG. 10, user equipment according to
an embodiment of the present invention is described in the following.
[0151] FIG. 7 shows a schematic block diagram of user equipment 300 according to an embodiment of the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 7, the user equipment 300 includes:

a determining module 310, configured to determine a value of a scrambling code parameter, where the scrambling
code parameter includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a
specific scrambling code parameter;
a scrambling module 320, configured to scramble a to-be-sent bit according to the value that is of the scrambling
code parameter and that is determined by the determining module 310; and
a sending module 330, configured to send a to-be-sent bit scrambled by the scrambling module 320.

[0152] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be scrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme and
improving user experience.
[0153] Optionally, the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling code parameter, and correspond-
ingly, the determining module 310 includes a first determining unit 311, where
the first determining unit 311 determines a value of the common scrambling code parameter according to a D2D syn-
chronization signal;
the first determining unit 311 is configured to determine a value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to a primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
the first determining unit 311 is configured to determine a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment
300 belongs as a value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0154] Optionally, in another embodiment, the first determining unit 311 is specifically configured to determine a number
of the D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0155] Optionally, in another embodiment, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization
signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS, and
correspondingly, the first determining unit 311 is specifically configured to determine the value of the common scrambling
code parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

[0156] Optionally, in another embodiment, the value  of the common scrambling code parameter is deter-

mined by using the following formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0157] Optionally, in another embodiment, the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling code pa-
rameter, and correspondingly, the determining module 310 includes:

a second determining unit 312, configured to determine a value of the specific scrambling code parameter according
to at least one of a D2D identifier of the user equipment 300, a D2D group identifier of the user equipment 300, or
a service type identifier of the user equipment 300.

[0158] Optionally, in another embodiment, the second determining unit 312 is specifically configured to:
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determine the D2D identifier of the user equipment 300 as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter;
determine the D2D group identifier of the user equipment 300 as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter;
or
determine the service type identifier of the user equipment 300 as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.

[0159] Optionally, in another embodiment, the second determining unit 312 is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier of
the user equipment 300, the D2D group identifier of the user equipment 300, or the service type identifier of the
user equipment 300, and a hash function; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier of
the user equipment 300, the D2D group identifier of the user equipment 300, or the service type identifier of the
user equipment 300, and a truncate function.

[0160] Optionally, in another embodiment, the determining module 310 includes:

a receiving unit 313, configured to receive indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D
cluster to which the user equipment 300 belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate the value of
the scrambling code parameter; and
a third determining unit 314, configured to determine the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the
indication information received by the receiving unit 313.

[0161] Optionally, the value of the scrambling code parameter may be specifically the value of the common scrambling
code parameter and/or the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0162] Optionally, in another embodiment, the scrambling module 320 includes:

a determining unit 321, configured to determine a scrambling code initial value according to the value that is of the
scrambling code parameter and that is determined by the determining module 310; and
a first scrambling unit 322, configured to: generate a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code
initial value determined by the determining unit 321, and scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the scrambling code
sequence.

[0163] Optionally, in another embodiment, the determining unit 321 is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.

[0164] Optionally, in another embodiment, the determining unit 321 is specifically configured to determine the scram-
bling code initial value according to a current timeslot number and the value that is of the scrambling code parameter
and that is determined by the determining module 310.
[0165] Optionally, in another embodiment, the determining unit 321 is specifically configured to determine the scram-
bling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
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[0166] Optionally, in another embodiment, the determining unit 321 is specifically configured to determine the scram-
bling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0167] Optionally, in another embodiment, the scrambling module 320 includes:

a segmentation unit 323, configured to divide the value that is of the scrambling code parameter and that is determined
by the determining module 310 into at least two scrambling code segments; and
a second scrambling unit 324, configured to scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code
segments divided by the segmentation unit 323.

[0168] Optionally, in another embodiment, the second scrambling unit 324 includes:

a first generation subunit 324a, configured to: generate a cyclic redundancy code check (CRC) bit of the to-be-sent
bit, and use the to-be-sent bit and the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit as a to-be-scrambled bit;
a first segmentation subunit 324b, configured to divide the to-be-scrambled bit generated by the first generation
subunit 324a into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments, where
the first generation subunit 324a is further configured to generate a CRC bit of each to-be-scrambled bit segment
in the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments divided by the first segmentation subunit 324b; and
a first scrambling subunit 324c, configured to separately scramble, by using the at least two scrambling code seg-
ments, CRC bits that are of the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments and that are generated by the first
generation subunit 324a.

[0169] Optionally, in another embodiment, the second scrambling unit 324 includes:

a second segmentation subunit 324d, configured to divide the to-be-sent bit into at least two to-be-sent bit segments;
a second generation subunit 324e, configured to generate a CRC bit of each to-be-sent bit segment in the at least
two to-be-sent bit segments divided by the second segmentation subunit 324d; and
a second scrambling subunit 324f, configured to separately scramble, by using the at least two scrambling code
segments, CRC bits that are of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments and that are generated by the second
generation subunit 324e.

[0170] The user equipment 300 according to this embodiment of the present invention may be corresponding to first
user equipment in the D2D communication method according to the embodiments of the present invention, and the
foregoing and other operations and/or functions of modules in the user equipment 300 are for implementing corresponding
procedures of methods in FIG. 1 to FIG. 5. For brevity, details are not described herein.
[0171] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be scrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme and
improving user experience.
[0172] FIG. 8 shows a schematic block diagram of user equipment 400 according to another embodiment of the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 8, the user equipment 400 includes:
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a receiving module 410, configured to receive a bit sent by first user equipment;
a determining module 420, configured to determine a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment,
where the scrambling code parameter includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code
parameter and a specific scrambling code parameter; and
a descrambling module 430, configured to descramble, according to the value that is of the scrambling code pa-
rameter and that is determined by the determining module 420, the bit received by the receiving module 410.

[0173] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and descrambles a received bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be descrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme
and improving user experience.
[0174] Optionally, if the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling code parameter, a value of the
common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a D2D synchronization signal;
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a primary
D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment
belongs.
[0175] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling code
parameter, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter is obtained after an operation is performed on at least
one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type
identifier of the first user equipment by using a preset function.
[0176] Optionally, in another embodiment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D identifier
of the first user equipment;
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment; or
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the service type identifier of the first user equipment.
[0177] Optionally, in another embodiment, the function is a hash function or a truncate function.
[0178] Optionally, in another embodiment, the determining module 420 includes a first determining unit 421, where
the first determining unit 421 is configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to the D2D synchronization signal;
the first determining unit 421 is configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to the primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
the first determining unit 421 is configured to determine a cluster identifier of the D2D cluster to which the user equipment
400 belongs as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0179] Optionally, in another embodiment, the first determining unit 421 is specifically configured to determine a number
of the D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0180] Optionally, in another embodiment, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization
signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS, and
correspondingly, the first determining unit 421 is specifically configured to determine the value of the common scrambling
code parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.
[0181] Optionally, in another embodiment, the first determining unit 421 is specifically configured to determine the

value  of the common scrambling code parameter according to the following formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0182] Optionally, in another embodiment, the determining module 420 includes:

a receiving unit 422, configured to receive indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D
cluster to which the user equipment 400 belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate the value of
the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment; and
a second determining unit 423, configured to determine the value of the scrambling code parameter according to
the indication information received by the receiving unit 422.
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[0183] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit in a manner of data
channel scrambling, the user equipment 400 may also correspondingly descramble the received bit in a manner of data
channel descrambling, and the descrambling module 430 includes:

a third determining unit 431, configured to determine a scrambling code initial value according to the value that is
of the scrambling code parameter and that is determined by the determining module 420; and
a first descrambling unit 432, configured to: generate a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code
initial value determined by the third determining unit 431, and descramble the received bit by using the scrambling
code sequence.

[0184] Optionally, in another embodiment, the third determining unit 431 is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.

[0185] Optionally, in another embodiment, the third determining unit 431 is specifically configured to determine the
scrambling code initial value according to a current timeslot number and the value that is of the scrambling code parameter
and that is determined by the determining module 420.
[0186] Optionally, in another embodiment, the third determining unit 431 is specifically configured to determine the
scrambling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0187] Optionally, in another embodiment, the third determining unit 431 is specifically configured to determine the
scrambling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0188] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit in a manner of CRC
scrambling, the user equipment 400 may also descramble the received bit in a manner of CRC descrambling. Optionally,
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the bit received by the receiving module 410 includes at least two bit segments, and each bit segment in the at least
two bit segments includes a data bit segment and a CRC bit; and
correspondingly, the descrambling module 430 includes:

a segmentation unit 433, configured to divide the value that is of the scrambling code parameter and that is determined
by the determining module 420 into at least two scrambling code segments; and
a second descrambling unit 434, configured to separately descramble CRC bits of the at least two bit segments by
using the at least two scrambling code segments divided by the segmentation unit 433, to obtain at least two to-be-
checked bit segments.

[0189] Optionally, in another embodiment, the user equipment 400 further includes:

a CRC check module 440, configured to perform CRC check on each to-be-checked bit segment in the at least two
to-be-checked bit segments obtained by the second descrambling unit 434, to obtain a data bit segment of each to-
be-checked bit segment; and
a cascading module 450, configured to cascade data bit segments of the at least two to-be-checked bit segments
obtained by the CRC check module 440, to obtain a data bit.

[0190] Optionally, in another embodiment, the data bit obtained by the cascading module 450 includes an original
data bit and a CRC bit, and correspondingly,
the CRC check module 440 is further configured to perform CRC check on the data bit obtained by the cascading module
450, to obtain the original data bit.
[0191] The user equipment 400 according to this embodiment of the present invention may be corresponding to second
user equipment in the D2D communication method according to the embodiments of the present invention, and the
foregoing and other operations and/or functions of modules in the user equipment 400 are for implementing corresponding
procedures of methods in FIG. 6. For brevity, details are not described herein.
[0192] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and descrambles a received bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be descrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme
and improving user experience.
[0193] FIG. 9 shows a schematic block diagram of user equipment 500 according to still another embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 9, the user equipment 500 includes a processor 510 and a transmitter 520.
[0194] The processor 510 is configured to: determine a value of a scrambling code parameter, where the scrambling
code parameter includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a specific
scrambling code parameter; and scramble a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter.
[0195] The transmitter 520 is configured to send a to-be-sent bit scrambled by the processor 510.
[0196] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be scrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme and
improving user experience.
[0197] It should be understood that, in this embodiment of the present invention, the processor 510 may be a central
processing unit (English full name: Central Processing Unit, English abbreviation: CPU), or the processor 510 may be
another general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC),
a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or another programmable logic device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device,
a discrete hardware component, or the like. The general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, or the processor
may be any conventional processor, or the like.
[0198] The user equipment 500 may also include a memory, where the memory may include a read-only memory and
a random access memory, and provide data and an instruction for the processor 510. A part of the memory may further
include a nonvolatile random access memory. For example, the memory may further store information about a device type.
[0199] In an implementation process, steps in the foregoing methods may be completed by means of an integrated
logic circuit of hardware in the processor 510 or an instruction in a form of software. Steps in the methods disclosed with
reference to the embodiments of the present invention may be directly executed and completed by a hardware processor,
or may be executed and completed by using a combination of hardware and software modules in the processor. The
software module may be located in a mature storage medium in the field, such as a random memory, a flash memory,
a read-only memory, a programmable read-only memory, an electrically-erasable programmable memory, or a register.
The storage medium is located in the memory. The processor 510 reads information in the memory and completes the
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steps in the foregoing methods in combination with hardware of the processor 510. To avoid repetition, details are not
described herein.
[0200] Optionally, the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling code parameter, and correspond-
ingly, the processor 510 is specifically configured to:

determine a value of the common scrambling code parameter according to a D2D synchronization signal;
determine a value of the common scrambling code parameter according to a primary D2D synchronization channel
PD2DSCH; or
determine a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment 500 belongs as a value of the common
scrambling code parameter.

[0201] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to determine a number of the
D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0202] Optionally, in another embodiment, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization
signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS, and
correspondingly, the processor 510 is specifically configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code
parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

[0203] Optionally, in another embodiment, the value  of the common scrambling code parameter is deter-

mined by using the following formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0204] Optionally, in another embodiment, the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling code pa-
rameter, and correspondingly, the processor 510 is specifically configured to:

determine a value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to at least one of a D2D identifier of the user
equipment 500, a D2D group identifier of the user equipment 500, or a service type identifier of the user equipment 500.

[0205] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to:

determine the D2D identifier of the user equipment 500 as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter;
determine the D2D group identifier of the user equipment 500 as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter;
or
determine the service type identifier of the user equipment 500 as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.

[0206] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier of
the user equipment 500, the D2D group identifier of the user equipment 500, or the service type identifier of the
user equipment 500, and a hash function; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier of
the user equipment 500, the D2D group identifier of the user equipment 500, or the service type identifier of the
user equipment 500, and a truncate function.

[0207] Optionally, in another embodiment, the user equipment 500 further includes:

a receiver 530, configured to receive indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D cluster
to which the user equipment 500 belongs, where the indication information is used to indicate the value of the
scrambling code parameter; and
correspondingly, the processor 510 is specifically configured to determine the value of the scrambling code parameter
according to the indication information received by the receiver 530.

[0208] Optionally, the value of the scrambling code parameter may be specifically the value of the common scrambling
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code parameter and/or the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0209] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to: determine a scrambling
code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, generate a scrambling code sequence
according to the scrambling code initial value, and scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the scrambling code sequence.
[0210] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.

[0211] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to determine the scrambling
code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.
[0212] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to determine the scrambling
code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0213] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to determine the scrambling
code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0214] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to: divide the value of the
scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling code segments, and scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the
at least two scrambling code segments.
[0215] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to: generate a cyclic redundancy
code check (CRC) bit of the to-be-sent bit, and use the to-be-sent bit and the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit as a to-be-
scrambled bit; divide the to-be-scrambled bit into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments; generate a CRC bit of each
to-be-scrambled bit segment in the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments; and separately scramble CRC bits of the
at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments by using the at least two scrambling code segments.
[0216] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 510 is specifically configured to: divide the to-be-sent bit into
at least two to-be-sent bit segments; generate a CRC bit of each to-be-sent bit segment in the at least two to-be-sent
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bit segments; and separately scramble CRC bits of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments by using the at least two
scrambling code segments.
[0217] The user equipment 500 according to this embodiment of the present invention may be corresponding to first
user equipment in the D2D communication method according to the embodiments of the present invention, and the
foregoing and other operations and/or functions of modules in the user equipment 500 are for implementing corresponding
procedures of methods in FIG. 1 to FIG. 5. For brevity, details are not described herein.
[0218] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and scrambles a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be scrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme and
improving user experience.
[0219] FIG. 10 shows a schematic block diagram of user equipment 600 according to still another embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 10, the user equipment 600 includes:

a receiver 610, configured to receive a bit sent by first user equipment; and
a processor 620, configured to: determine a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment, where
the scrambling code parameter includes at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code
parameter and a specific scrambling code parameter; and descramble, according to the value of the scrambling
code parameter, the bit received by the receiver 610.

[0220] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and descrambles a received bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be descrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme
and improving user experience.
[0221] It should be understood that, in this embodiment of the present invention, the processor 610 may be a central
processing unit, or the processor 610 may be another general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or another programmable logic
device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device, a discrete hardware component, or the like. The general purpose
processor may be a microprocessor, or the processor may be any conventional processor, or the like.
[0222] Optionally, the user equipment 600 may further include a memory, where the memory may include a read-only
memory and a random access memory, and provide data and an instruction for the processor 620. A part of the memory
may further include a nonvolatile random access memory. For example, the memory may further store information about
a device type.
[0223] In an implementation process, steps in the foregoing methods may be completed by means of an integrated
logic circuit of hardware in the processor 620 or an instruction in a form of software. Steps in the methods disclosed with
reference to the embodiments of the present invention may be directly executed and completed by a hardware processor,
or may be executed and completed by using a combination of hardware and software modules in the processor. The
software module may be located in a mature storage medium in the field, such as a random memory, a flash memory,
a read-only memory, a programmable read-only memory, an electrically-erasable programmable memory, or a register.
The storage medium is located in the memory. The processor 620 reads information in the memory and completes the
steps in the foregoing methods in combination with hardware of the processor 620. To avoid repetition, details are not
described herein.
[0224] Optionally, if the scrambling code parameter includes the common scrambling code parameter, a value of the
common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a D2D synchronization signal;
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a primary
D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment
belongs.
[0225] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the scrambling code parameter includes the specific scrambling code
parameter, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter is obtained after an operation is performed on at least
one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type
identifier of the first user equipment by using a preset function.
[0226] Optionally, in another embodiment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D identifier
of the first user equipment;
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment; or
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the service type identifier of the first user equipment.
[0227] Optionally, in another embodiment, the function is a hash function or a truncate function.
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[0228] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the D2D synchronization signal;
determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the primary D2D synchronization
channel PD2DSCH; or
determine a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment 600 belongs as the value of the common
scrambling code parameter.

[0229] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is specifically configured to determine a number of the
D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.
[0230] Optionally, in another embodiment, the D2D synchronization signal includes a primary D2D synchronization
signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS, and
correspondingly, the processor 620 is specifically configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code
parameter according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

[0231] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is specifically configured to determine the value 

of the common scrambling code parameter according to the following formula: 

where
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.
[0232] Optionally, in another embodiment, the receiver 610 is further configured to receive indication information sent
by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment 600 belongs, where the indication
information is used to indicate the value of the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment; and
the processor 620 is further configured to determine the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the
indication information received by the receiver 610.
[0233] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit in a manner of data
channel scrambling, the user equipment 600 may also correspondingly descramble the received bit in a manner of data
channel descrambling. The processor 620 is specifically configured to: determine a scrambling code initial value according
to the value of the scrambling code parameter, generate a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code
initial value, and descramble the received bit by using the scrambling code sequence.
[0234] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.

[0235] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is specifically configured to determine the scrambling
code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.
[0236] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is specifically configured to determine the scrambling
code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where
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ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter.
[0237] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is specifically configured to determine the scrambling
code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

where

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is the

value of the specific scrambling code parameter.
[0238] Optionally, in another embodiment, if the first user equipment scrambles a to-be-sent bit in a manner of CRC
scrambling, the user equipment 600 may also descramble the received bit in a manner of CRC descrambling. Optionally,
the bit received by the receiver 610 includes at least two bit segments, and each bit segment in the at least two bit
segments includes a data bit segment and a CRC bit; and
correspondingly, the processor 620 is specifically configured to: divide the value of the scrambling code parameter into
at least two scrambling code segments, and separately descramble CRC bits of the at least two bit segments by using
the at least two scrambling code segments, to obtain at least two to-be-checked bit segments.
[0239] Optionally, in another embodiment, the processor 620 is further configured to: perform CRC check on each to-
be-checked bit segment in the at least two obtained to-be-checked bit segments to obtain a data bit segment of each
to-be-checked bit segment, and cascade data bit segments of the at least two to-be-checked bit segments to obtain a
data bit.
[0240] Optionally, in another embodiment, the data bit obtained by the processor 620 includes an original data bit and
a CRC bit, and correspondingly,
the processor 620 is further configured to perform CRC check on the data bit to obtain the original data bit.
[0241] The user equipment 600 according to this embodiment of the present invention may be corresponding to second
user equipment in the D2D communication method according to the embodiments of the present invention, and the
foregoing and other operations and/or functions of modules in the user equipment 600 are for implementing corresponding
procedures of methods in FIG. 6. For brevity, details are not described herein.
[0242] Therefore, the user equipment according to this embodiment of the present invention determines a value of at
least one scrambling code parameter of a common scrambling code parameter or a specific scrambling code parameter,
and descrambles a received bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter, so that transmission information
can be descrambled in a D2D communication process, thereby improving feasibility of a D2D communication scheme
and improving user experience.
[0243] It should be understood that the term "and/or" in the embodiments of the present invention describes only an
association relationship for describing associated objects and represents that three relationships may exist. For example,
A and/or B may represent the following three cases: only A exists, both A and B exist, and only B exists. In addition, the
character "/" in this specification generally indicates an "or" relationship between associated objects.
[0244] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware that, in combination with the methods described in the
embodiments disclosed in this specification, steps and units may be implemented by electronic hardware, computer
software, or a combination thereof. To clearly describe the interchangeability between the hardware and the software,
the foregoing has generally described steps and compositions of each embodiment according to functions. Whether the
functions are performed by hardware or software depends on particular applications and design constraint conditions
of the technical solutions. A person of ordinary skill in the art may use different methods to implement the described
functions for each particular application, but it should not be considered that the implementation goes beyond the scope
of the present invention.
[0245] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief description,
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for a detailed working process of the foregoing system, apparatus, and unit, reference may be made to a corresponding
process in the foregoing method embodiments, and details are not described herein.
[0246] In the several embodiments provided in the present application, it should be understood that the disclosed
system, apparatus, and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the described apparatus embod-
iment is merely exemplary. For example, the unit division is merely logical function division and may be other division
in actual implementation. For example, a plurality of units or components may be combined or integrated into another
system, or some features may be ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual couplings or
direct couplings or communication connections may be implemented through some interfaces. The indirect couplings
or communication connections between the apparatuses or units may be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or
other forms.
[0247] The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as units
may or may not be physical units, may be located in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of network units.
A part or all of the units may be selected according to actual needs to achieve the objectives of the solutions of the
embodiments of the present invention.
[0248] In addition, functional units in the embodiments of the present invention may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit. The integrated unit
may be implemented in a form of hardware, or may be implemented in a form of a software functional unit.
[0249] When the integrated unit is implemented in the form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an
independent product, the integrated unit may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such an
understanding, the technical solutions of the present invention essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or all
or a part of the technical solutions may be implemented in the form of a software product. The software product is stored
in a storage medium and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal
computer, a server, a network device, or the like) to perform all or a part of the steps of the methods described in the
embodiments of the present invention. The foregoing storage medium includes: any medium that can store program
code, such as a USB flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (English full name: Read-Only Memory,
English abbreviation: ROM), a random access memory (English full name: Random Access Memory, English abbrevi-
ation: RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0250] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific implementation manners of the present invention, but are not
intended to limit the protection scope of the present invention. Any modification or replacement readily figured out by a
person skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed in the present invention shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention. Therefore, the protection scope of the present invention shall be subject to the protection scope
of the claims.

Claims

1. A device to device D2D communication method, comprising:

determining, by first user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter, wherein the scrambling code
parameter comprises at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and a
specific scrambling code parameter;
scrambling, by the first user equipment, a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter;
and
sending, by the first user equipment, a scrambled to-be-sent bit.

2. The D2D communication method according to claim 1, wherein the scrambling code parameter comprises the
common scrambling code parameter; and
the determining, by first user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling code parameter according to a
D2D synchronization signal;
determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling code parameter according to a
primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
determining, by the first user equipment, a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user equipment
belongs as a value of the common scrambling code parameter.

3. The D2D communication method according to claim 2, wherein the determining, by the first user equipment, a value
of the common scrambling code parameter according to a D2D synchronization signal comprises:
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determining, by the first user equipment, a number of the D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common
scrambling code parameter.

4. The D2D communication method according to claim 2, wherein the D2D synchronization signal comprises a primary
D2D synchronization signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS; and
the determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the common scrambling code parameter according to a D2D
synchronization signal comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the
PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

5. The D2D communication method according to claim 4, wherein the value  of the common scrambling code

parameter is determined by using the following formula: 

wherein
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.

6. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the scrambling code parameter
comprises the specific scrambling code parameter; and
the determining, by first user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, a value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to at least
one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service
type identifier of the first user equipment.

7. The D2D communication method according to claim 6, wherein the determining, by the first user equipment, a value
of the specific scrambling code parameter according to at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment,
a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type identifier of the first user equipment comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, the D2D identifier of the first user equipment as the value of the specific
scrambling code parameter;
determining, by the first user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment as the value of the
specific scrambling code parameter; or
determining, by the first user equipment, the service type identifier of the first user equipment as the value of
the specific scrambling code parameter.

8. The D2D communication method according to claim 6, wherein the determining, by the first user equipment, a value
of the specific scrambling code parameter according to at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment,
a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type identifier of the first user equipment comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the
at least one of the D2D identifier of the first user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment,
or the service type identifier of the first user equipment, and a hash function; or
determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the
at least one of the D2D identifier of the first user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment,
or the service type identifier of the first user equipment, and a truncate function.

9. The D2D communication method according to claim 1, wherein the determining, by first user equipment, a value of
a scrambling code parameter comprises:

receiving, by the first user equipment, indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D
cluster to which the first user equipment belongs, wherein the indication information is used to indicate the value
of the scrambling code parameter; and
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determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the indication
information.

10. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the scrambling, by the first user
equipment, a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling
code parameter; and
generating, by the first user equipment, a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial
value, and scrambling the to-be-sent bit by using the scrambling code sequence.

11. The D2D communication method according to claim 10, wherein the determining, by the first user equipment, a
scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling
code initial value; or
determining, by the first user equipment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling
code initial value.

12. The D2D communication method according to claim 10, wherein the determining, by the first user equipment, a
scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter comprises:

determining, by the first user equipment, the scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling
code parameter and a current timeslot number.

13. The D2D communication method according to claim 12, wherein the scrambling code initial value cinit is determined
by using the following formula: 

or 

wherein
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of
the specific scrambling code parameter.

14. The D2D communication method according to claim 12, wherein the scrambling code initial value cinit is determined
by using the following formula: 

or 
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wherein

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is

the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.

15. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the scrambling, by the first user
equipment, a to-be-sent bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter comprises:

dividing, by the first user equipment, the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling
code segments; and
scrambling, by the first user equipment, the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code segments.

16. The D2D communication method according to claim 15, wherein the scrambling, by the first user equipment, the
to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code segments comprises:

generating, by the first user equipment, a cyclic redundancy code check CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit, and using
the to-be-sent bit and the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit as a to-be-scrambled bit;
dividing, by the first user equipment, the to-be-scrambled bit into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments;
generating, by the first user equipment, a CRC bit of each to-be-scrambled bit segment in the at least two to-
be-scrambled bit segments; and
separately scrambling, by the first user equipment, CRC bits of the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments
by using the at least two scrambling code segments.

17. The D2D communication method according to claim 15, wherein the scrambling, by the first user equipment, the
to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code segments comprises:

dividing, by the first user equipment, the to-be-sent bit into at least two to-be-sent bit segments;
generating, by the first user equipment, a CRC bit of each to-be-sent bit segment in the at least two to-be-sent
bit segments; and
separately scrambling, by the first user equipment, CRC bits of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments by using
the at least two scrambling code segments.

18. A device to device D2D communication method, comprising:

receiving, by second user equipment, a bit sent by first user equipment;
determining, by the second user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment,
wherein the scrambling code parameter comprises at least one of the following parameters: a common scram-
bling code parameter and a specific scrambling code parameter; and
descrambling, by the second user equipment, the received bit according to the value of the scrambling code
parameter.

19. The D2D communication method according to claim 18, wherein a value of the common scrambling code parameter
is determined by the first user equipment according to a D2D synchronization signal;
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a primary
D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user
equipment belongs.

20. The D2D communication method according to claim 18 or 19, wherein a value of the specific scrambling code
parameter is obtained after an operation is performed on at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment,
a D2D group identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type identifier of the first user equipment by using a
preset function.

21. The D2D communication method according to claim 20, wherein the value of the specific scrambling code parameter
is the D2D identifier of the first user equipment;
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment; or
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the service type identifier of the first user equipment.
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22. The D2D communication method according to claim 20, wherein the preset function is a hash function or a truncate
function.

23. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 18 to 22, wherein the determining, by the second
user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment comprises:

determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
the D2D synchronization signal;
determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
the primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
determining, by the second user equipment, a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the second user
equipment belongs as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.

24. The D2D communication method according to claim 23, wherein the determining, by the second user equipment,
the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to the D2D synchronization signal comprises:

determining, by the second user equipment, a number of the D2D synchronization signal as the value of the
common scrambling code parameter.

25. The D2D communication method according to claim 23, wherein the D2D synchronization signal comprises a primary
D2D synchronization signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS; and
the determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
the D2D synchronization signal comprises:

determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter according to
the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

26. The D2D communication method according to claim 25, wherein the value  of the common scrambling

code parameter is determined by using the following formula: 

wherein
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.

27. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 18 to 22, wherein the determining, by the second
user equipment, a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment comprises:

receiving, by the second user equipment, indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a
D2D cluster to which the second user equipment belongs, wherein the indication information is used to indicate
the value of the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment; and
determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the
indication information.

28. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 18 to 27, wherein the descrambling, by the second
user equipment, the received bit according to the value of the scrambling code parameter comprises:

determining, by the second user equipment, a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scram-
bling code parameter; and
generating, by the second user equipment, a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code initial
value, and descrambling the received bit by using the scrambling code sequence.

29. The D2D communication method according to claim 28, wherein the determining, by the second user equipment,
a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter comprises:
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determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scram-
bling code initial value; or
determining, by the second user equipment, the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scram-
bling code initial value.

30. The D2D communication method according to claim 28, wherein the determining, by the second user equipment,
a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter comprises:

determining, by the second user equipment, the scrambling code initial value according to the value of the
scrambling code parameter and a current timeslot number.

31. The D2D communication method according to claim 30, wherein the scrambling code initial value cinit is determined
by using the following formula: 

or 

wherein
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of
the specific scrambling code parameter.

32. The D2D communication method according to claim 30, wherein the scrambling code initial value cinit is determined
by using the following formula: 

or 

wherein

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is

the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.

33. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 18 to 32, wherein the bit received by the second
user equipment comprises at least two bit segments, and each bit segment in the at least two bit segments comprises
a data bit segment and a CRC bit; and
the descrambling, by the second user equipment, the received bit by using the scrambling code sequence comprises:

dividing, by the second user equipment, the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling
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code segments; and
separately descrambling, by the second user equipment, CRC bits of the at least two bit segments by using the
at least two scrambling code segments, to obtain at least two to-be-checked bit segments.

34. The D2D communication method according to claim 33, wherein the method further comprises:

performing, by the second user equipment, CRC check on each to-be-checked bit segment in the at least two
to-be-checked bit segments to obtain a data bit segment of each to-be-checked bit segment; and
cascading, by the second user equipment, data bit segments of the at least two to-be-checked bit segments to
obtain a data bit.

35. The D2D communication method according to claim 34, wherein the data bit comprises an original data bit and a
CRC bit; and
the method further comprises:

performing, by the second user equipment, CRC check on the data bit to obtain the original data bit.

36. User equipment, comprising:

a determining module, configured to determine a value of a scrambling code parameter, wherein the scrambling
code parameter comprises at least one of the following parameters: a common scrambling code parameter and
a specific scrambling code parameter;
a scrambling module, configured to scramble a to-be-sent bit according to the value that is of the scrambling
code parameter and that is determined by the determining module; and
a sending module, configured to send a to-be-sent bit scrambled by the scrambling module.

37. The user equipment according to claim 36, wherein the scrambling code parameter comprises the common scram-
bling code parameter; and
the determining module comprises a first determining unit, wherein
the first determining unit is configured to determine a value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to a D2D synchronization signal;
the first determining unit is configured to determine a value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to a primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
the first determining unit is configured to determine a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment
belongs as a value of the common scrambling code parameter.

38. The user equipment according to claim 37, wherein the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine
a number of the D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.

39. The user equipment according to claim 37, wherein the D2D synchronization signal comprises a primary D2D
synchronization signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS; and
the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter
according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

40. The user equipment according to claim 39, wherein the value  of the common scrambling code parameter

is determined by using the following formula: 

wherein
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.

41. The user equipment according to any one of claims 36 to 40, wherein the scrambling code parameter comprises
the specific scrambling code parameter; and
the determining module comprises:
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a second determining unit, configured to determine a value of the specific scrambling code parameter according
to at least one of a D2D identifier of the user equipment, a D2D group identifier of the user equipment, or a
service type identifier of the user equipment.

42. The user equipment according to claim 41, wherein the second determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine the D2D identifier of the user equipment as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter;
determine the D2D group identifier of the user equipment as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter;
or
determine the service type identifier of the user equipment as the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.

43. The user equipment according to claim 41, wherein the second determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier
of the user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the user equipment, or the service type identifier of the user
equipment, and a hash function; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter according to the at least one of the D2D identifier
of the user equipment, the D2D group identifier of the user equipment, or the service type identifier of the user
equipment, and a truncate function.

44. The user equipment according to claim 36, wherein the determining module comprises:

a receiving unit, configured to receive indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D
cluster to which the user equipment belongs, wherein the indication information is used to indicate the value of
the scrambling code parameter; and
a third determining unit, configured to determine the value of the scrambling code parameter according to the
indication information received by the receiving unit.

45. The user equipment according to any one of claims 36 to 44, wherein the scrambling module comprises:

a determining unit, configured to determine a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling
code parameter; and
a first scrambling unit, configured to: generate a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code
initial value determined by the determining unit, and scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the scrambling code
sequence.

46. The user equipment according to claim 45, wherein the determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.

47. The user equipment according to claim 45, wherein the determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine the scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a
current timeslot number.

48. The user equipment according to claim 47, wherein the determining unit is specifically configured to determine the
scrambling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 
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wherein
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of
the specific scrambling code parameter.

49. The user equipment according to claim 47, wherein the determining unit is specifically configured to determine the
scrambling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

wherein

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is

the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.

50. The user equipment according to any one of claims 36 to 44, wherein the scrambling module comprises:

a segmentation unit, configured to divide the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling
code segments; and
a second scrambling unit, configured to scramble the to-be-sent bit by using the at least two scrambling code
segments divided by the segmentation unit.

51. The user equipment according to claim 50, wherein the second scrambling unit comprises:

a first generation subunit, configured to: generate a cyclic redundancy code check CRC bit of the to-be-sent
bit, and use the to-be-sent bit and the CRC bit of the to-be-sent bit as a to-be-scrambled bit;
a first segmentation subunit, configured to divide the to-be-scrambled bit generated by the first generation
subunit into at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments, wherein
the first generation subunit is further configured to generate a CRC bit of each to-be-scrambled bit segment in
the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments divided by the first segmentation subunit; and
a first scrambling subunit, configured to separately scramble, by using the at least two scrambling code segments,
CRC bits that are of the at least two to-be-scrambled bit segments and that are generated by the first generation
subunit.

52. The D2D communication method according to claim 51, wherein the second scrambling unit comprises:

a second segmentation subunit, configured to divide the to-be-sent bit into at least two to-be-sent bit segments;
a second generation subunit, configured to generate a CRC bit of each to-be-sent bit segment in the at least
two to-be-sent bit segments divided by the second segmentation subunit; and
a second scrambling subunit, configured to separately scramble, by using the at least two scrambling code
segments, CRC bits that are of the at least two to-be-sent bit segments and that are generated by the second
generation subunit.

53. User equipment, comprising:
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a receiving module, configured to receive a bit sent by first user equipment;
a determining module, configured to determine a value of a scrambling code parameter of the first user equip-
ment, wherein the scrambling code parameter comprises at least one of the following parameters: a common
scrambling code parameter and a specific scrambling code parameter; and
a descrambling module, configured to descramble, according to the value that is of the scrambling code pa-
rameter and that is determined by the determining module, the bit received by the receiving module.

54. The user equipment according to claim 53, wherein a value of the common scrambling code parameter is determined
by the first user equipment according to a D2D synchronization signal;
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is determined by the first user equipment according to a primary
D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
a value of the common scrambling code parameter is a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the first user
equipment belongs.

55. The user equipment according to claim 53 or 54, wherein a value of the specific scrambling code parameter is
obtained after an operation is performed on at least one of a D2D identifier of the first user equipment, a D2D group
identifier of the first user equipment, or a service type identifier of the first user equipment by using a preset function.

56. The user equipment according to claim 55, wherein the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D
identifier of the first user equipment;
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the D2D group identifier of the first user equipment; or
the value of the specific scrambling code parameter is the service type identifier of the first user equipment.

57. The user equipment according to claim 55, wherein the function is a hash function or a truncate function.

58. The D2D communication method according to any one of claims 53 to 57, wherein the determining module comprises
a first determining unit, wherein
the first determining unit is configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to the D2D synchronization signal;
the first determining unit is configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter according
to the primary D2D synchronization channel PD2DSCH; or
the first determining unit is configured to determine a cluster identifier of a D2D cluster to which the user equipment
belongs as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.

59. The user equipment according to claim 58, wherein the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine
a number of the D2D synchronization signal as the value of the common scrambling code parameter.

60. The D2D communication method according to claim 58, wherein the D2D synchronization signal comprises a primary
D2D synchronization signal PD2DSS and a secondary D2D synchronization signal SD2DSS; and
the first determining unit is specifically configured to determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter
according to the PD2DSS and the SD2DSS.

61. The D2D communication method according to claim 60, wherein the value  of the common scrambling

code parameter is determined by using the following formula: 

wherein
NSD2DSS is a number of the SD2DSS, and NPD2DSS is a number of the PD2DSS.

62. The user equipment according to any one of claims 53 to 57, wherein the determining module comprises:

a receiving unit, configured to receive indication information sent by a base station or a cluster head of a D2D
cluster to which the user equipment belongs, wherein the indication information is used to indicate the value of
the scrambling code parameter of the first user equipment; and
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a second determining unit, configured to determine the value of the scrambling code parameter according to
the indication information received by the receiving unit.

63. The user equipment according to any one of claims 53 to 62, wherein the descrambling module comprises:

a third determining unit, configured to determine a scrambling code initial value according to the value of the
scrambling code parameter; and
a first descrambling unit, configured to: generate a scrambling code sequence according to the scrambling code
initial value determined by the third determining unit, and descramble the received bit by using the scrambling
code sequence.

64. The user equipment according to claim 63, wherein the third determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine the value of the common scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value; or
determine the value of the specific scrambling code parameter as the scrambling code initial value.

65. The user equipment according to claim 63, wherein the third determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine the scrambling code initial value according to the value of the scrambling code parameter and a
current timeslot number.

66. The user equipment according to claim 65, wherein the third determining unit is specifically configured to determine
the scrambling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

wherein
ns is the current timeslot number, and ND2D is the value of the common scrambling code parameter or the value of
the specific scrambling code parameter.

67. The user equipment according to claim 65, wherein the third determining unit is specifically configured to determine
the scrambling code initial value cinit according to the following formula: 

or 

wherein

ns is the current timeslot number,  is the value of the common scrambling code parameter, and  is
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the value of the specific scrambling code parameter.

68. The user equipment according to any one of claims 63 to 67, wherein the bit received by the receiving module
comprises at least two bit segments, and each bit segment in the at least two bit segments comprises a data bit
segment and a CRC bit; and
the descrambling module comprises:

a segmentation unit, configured to divide the value of the scrambling code parameter into at least two scrambling
code segments; and
a second descrambling unit, configured to separately descramble CRC bits of the at least two bit segments by
using the at least two scrambling code segments divided by the segmentation unit, to obtain at least two to-be-
checked bit segments.

69. The user equipment according to claim 68, wherein the user equipment further comprises:

a CRC check module, configured to perform CRC check on each to-be-checked bit segment in the at least two
to-be-checked bit segments obtained by the second descrambling unit, to obtain a data bit segment of each to-
be-checked bit segment; and
a cascading module, configured to cascade data bit segments of the at least two to-be-checked bit segments
obtained by the CRC check module, to obtain a data bit.

70. The user equipment according to claim 69, wherein the data bit obtained by the cascading module comprises an
original data bit and a CRC bit; and
the CRC check module is further configured to perform CRC check on the data bit obtained by the cascading module,
to obtain the original data bit.
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